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Appendix 5 

 
Capability Procedure  
 
 
1.  Introduction and purpose 
 
1.1 The GLA is committed to: 

 developing a working environment where employee performance is linked to the GLA’s 
strategic and business plans; and   

 maintaining and improving employee performance through fair and effective performance 
management and capability procedures.  

 
1.2 To this end the GLA will: 

 set, communicate and monitor performance standards and  

 provide training and support to enable employees to achieve the standards required.  
 
1.3 This procedure is designed to help managers to improve and maintain standards of 

performance of their employees through providing effective employee support.  Where 
problems arise, managers will work with employees to tackle work performance issues quickly 
and take all reasonable steps to encourage, support and enable the employee to improve their 
performance. 

 
2. Scope 

 
2.1 This procedure applies to all GLA employees, including those with fixed term contracts of 

more than six months, except: 

 employees during their probationary period (where any issues of performance will be dealt 
with under the probationary assessment process). 

 Staff seconded to work in London’s European Office – where a modified capability 
procedure applies (see intranet for details).  

 
2.2 This policy applies to the following employees, with modifications as indicated: 

 The Head of Paid Service (Chief Executive), the Monitoring Officer and the Chief Finance 
Officer (“the Statutory Officers”) – where this policy will be modified by the terms of the 
Statutory Officers Protocol 

 Staff appointed by the Mayor under s 67(1) of the GLA Act 1999 (as amended) - where 
this policy will be modified by the terms of the Protocol on Mayoral appointments. 

 Directors appointed by the Head of Paid Service – where this policy will be modified as set 
out in section 20. 

 Staff appointed by the HOPS but managed by staff appointed by the Mayor under 67(1) 
– where this policy will be modified by the terms of the HOPS scheme of delegations (see 
section 21). 

 
2.3. This procedure does not cover sickness absence or ill-health capability – these should be dealt 

with under the Sickness Absence Policy. 
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2.4 Where ill-health or disability issues arise as part of any formal or informal review of 
 performance, managers should seek advice from the Human Resources and Organisational 
 Development Unit.  Managers will need to bear in mind the legal requirement to make 
 reasonable adjustments in the case of disabled staff.  
 
2.5 Any breach of GLA policies, procedures, rules or codes of conduct will be treated as a 

disciplinary matter and should be dealt with under the Disciplinary Procedure.  Conduct and 
capability may not be mutually exclusive.  Where conduct and performance overlap, managers 
should seek advice from the Human Resources and Organisational Development Unit.   

 
3. Defining capability issues 
 
3.1 A lack of capability (including knowledge, skills, experience and aptitude) to carry out duties 

and responsibilities within the remit of the employee’s job description that leads to poor 
performance.   

 
3.2 Other factors that can affect performance include lack of motivation, feelings of isolation and 

exclusion, lack of training and development, fears of inadequacy, lack of confidence and a 
poor working environment.   Managers will consider all these factors when assessing 
performance and deciding the appropriate action to take to achieve the required level of 
improvement. 

 
3.3 Signs that an employee might be experiencing difficulties with their work include:   

 complaints or criticisms of an employee’s work from colleagues, clients or customers or 
members of the public; 

 problems brought to the attention of a colleague or manager by an employee; 

 output or quality of work fails to meet the requirements of the service; 

 targets not met or deadlines missed; 

 manager’s personal observation of instances of poor performance; 

 inability to understand or follow directions and instructions; 

 increased levels in sickness absence or other signs of stress; 

 an employee works in a way that disrupts the work of others; 

 an employee carries out their duties in a way which is not consistent with the GLA’s Code 
of Ethics and Standards. 

 
4. Managers’ Responsibilities 
 
4.1 Managers will ensure that all appointments are made in line with the GLA’s recruitment  and 

selection procedure and ensure employees have the abilities, skills, knowledge and experience 
(where relevant) needed to perform their duties. 

 
4.2 Managers will aspire to encourage and maintain standards of work performance by: 

  

 establishing and communicating standards of performance required so employees know 
what is expected of them and providing regular feedback on their performance ; 

 ensuring that a comprehensive induction programme is in place for new starters, those 
employees transferring within the GLA and those who are promoted; 

 applying standards consistently to all employees; 

 adopting a management style which encourages open communication and builds trust; 

 ensuring employees are told of any changes to working practices and standards; 

 ensuring the work environment is conducive to effective working; 

 communicating to employees the GLA’s arrangements for dealing with poor work 
performance; 
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 taking early action to address poor performance; 

 allowing the opportunity for improvement – giving the employee reasonable time and 
support to enable them to achieve the required standard of work; 

 keeping records of all action taken; 

 ensuring capability matters are managed fairly and reasonably. 
 
4.3 Managers will treat all information about an employee’s performance or circumstances with 

sensitivity and in strict confidence wherever possible.  
 
5. Employees’ Responsibilities 
 
5.1 All employees have a responsibility to:  

 ensure that they understand what is expected of them and seek clarification where 
required; 

 bring any problems or concerns to the attention of their manager; 

 take steps to update their skills; 

 take part in meetings to discuss their performance; 

 show commitment to improving their performance when they do not meet the standards 
required. 

 
6. The role of Human Resources and Organisational Development 
 

 6.1 The Human Resources and Organisational Development Unit will: 
 

 Provide advice and support to line managers on managing poor performance and 
capability where requested 

 Provide training for line managers on managing poor performance and capability and 
encourage participation in such training 

 Attend formal hearings and provide advice and assistance to the Hearing Officer. 
 
 
7. Performance review and supervision 
 
7.1 As part of normal management processes, managers should meet employees regularly to: 
 

 discuss work priorities; 

 monitor progress against objectives; 

 monitor work activity; 

 give constructive feedback; 

 allow time for reflection; 

 discuss any support, training and development needed to enable the employee to carry out 
their duties. 

 
7.2 Managers will carry out formal performance review meetings twice yearly with employees to 

review performance, set work priorities and objectives and ensure that employees have the 
necessary skills to meet those objectives.  The performance review process enables employees 
to develop in their job and make the best possible use of their skills and abilities.  Further 
information is available on the intranet and from the Unit.  

 
7.3 Managers will address issues about work performance quickly and not wait for a performance 

review meeting to discuss performance issues.  However, managers should ensure that any 
concerns about an employee’s performance are included in the performance review discussion 
and recorded on the review form. 
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8. Principles 
 
8.1 The following principles will apply at informal or formal meetings at which performance is 

discussed.  Managers will: 
 

 make clear any concerns about an employee’s performance; 

 give employees an explanation of where they consider performance falls short of the 
standard; 

 give employees an opportunity to explain any reason for the poor performance; 

 clarify standards of performance required;  

 where appropriate, develop and agree written action plans including training, supervision 
and other support that will improve performance, tailored to meet individual needs; 

 give reasonable time to enable performance to improve to the standard required; 

 measure performance against clear and understandable targets;  

 warn of the consequences of not achieving the required standard within the timescales set; 

 meet regularly with an employee to review and monitor their performance and provide 
timely feedback; 

 keep full and accurate records of meetings and action taken. 
 
8.2 When monitoring and reviewing performance, managers will consider: 

 the nature, complexity and responsibility of the work being carried out; 

 the workload e.g. temporary fluctuations, covering absent colleagues etc; 

 any personal circumstances temporarily affecting the employee’s performance; 

 any other circumstances i.e. changes to the job following reorganisation. 
 
For guidance on setting timescales for monitoring and reviewing performance, see section 11. 
 

 
9. Informal action and standard setting (Stage 1)  
 
9.1 Managers will raise and examine concerns about an employee’s performance with the 

employee as quickly as possible in the course of normal supervision and day-to-day 
management.  Managers will handle this sensitively with the aim of supporting an employee 
to improve their performance.  The manager will arrange to meet informally with the 
employee to jointly review performance and explore any underlying causes, including factors 
beyond an employee’s control.   

 
9.2 Discussing work performance is a part of a manager’s responsibilities and employees do not 

have the right to be accompanied or represented at normal supervision or informal standard 
setting meetings.   

 
9.3 The manager will confirm the standard of performance required and identify where the 
 employee is falling below this standard.  The manager will assess with the employee actions 
 that will help them to reach the required standard. 
 
9.4 In most cases, prompt discussion of an issue and confirmation of the standard of work 
 performance required is likely to resolve the matter immediately.  In other cases a manager 
 may decide the improvement required in performance is likely to be achieved over a longer 
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 period of time with other additional support, training or self directed learning.  In this case the 
 manager should write to the employee following the meeting to confirm the details and any 
 decisions reached and a copy of the letter and any notes made by the manager will be placed 
 on the  employee’s personal file. 

 
9.5 Where this initial action leads to the employee’s performance improving to the standard 

required, the manager will confirm this to the employee.  The manager will continue to 
monitor the employee’s performance as part of their normal day-to-day 
supervisory/management responsibilities. 
 

9.6 Where early intervention and good management practice does not achieve the performance 
 required or where the problem is more serious, the manager will arrange a formal capability 
 review meeting under Stage 2 of this procedure. 

 
 

10. Formal Capability Review  (Stage 2) 
 
10.1 The objectives of the meeting are to: 

 Bring to the attention of the employee problems with their work performance 

 Explain how it fails to meet required standards 

 Explain to the employee the consequences of failing to achieve the required  
  performance standards 

 Enable the employee to give any explanation as to the causes 

 Clarify to the employee the standards or performance which are required 

 Determine how the employee’s performance can achieve the required standard 

 To identify how and over what period improved performance will be assessed 

 Produce an action plan for improving performance 

 
10.2 Before the review meeting, the manager must: 
 

 advise the employee of their concerns about their performance which has led to the need 
to call the meeting; 

 give the employee reasonable notice of the review meeting and confirm the arrangements 
in writing; 

 advise the employee of their right to be accompanied at the meeting by an accredited 
trade union representative or work colleague employed by the GLA. (see also section 19 – 
Scheduling of meetings); 

 arrange for a representative from the Human Resources and Organisational Development  
Unit to advise and attend the meeting.  

 
10.3 The manager will conduct the meeting in line with the principles set out in 8.1. The manager 

will warn the employee of the consequences of not reaching the required standard of work 
performance, which could ultimately be dismissal on the grounds of capability. 

 
10.4     After the meeting, the manager will: 
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 write to the employee, setting out the issues discussed and confirming any actions and 
timescales agreed which will enable the employee to improve their performance and the 
date for the next meeting; 

 ensure that any training, development, supervision or other support offered to the 
employee is provided; 

 meet regularly with the employee to discuss their progress and provide feedback. 
 
 
11. Monitoring and review 
 
11.1 The manager will monitor performance against targets regularly at all stages in the procedure.  

Where appropriate, interim targets will be agreed to facilitate monitoring and allow action to 
be modified as necessary.  

 
11.2 Timescales will vary from case to case and will depend largely on: 

 the work being carried out; 

 the level of improvement required;  

 the impact on other employees and service delivery 

 the employee’s length of service and general work record e.g.previous action taken under 
this procedure; 

 the availability and duration of any training identified or other measures identified to 
improve performance.   

 
11.3 At each stage of the procedure managers will give employees clear guidance on the period of 

time during which a measurable improvement in performance can reasonably be expected.  A 
reasonable time period may vary from 1 to 3 months.  For example, jobs where errors can be 
easily identified are likely to need a shorter period of time for review than jobs where complex 
decisions or judgements are made where a longer period may be required. 

 
11.4 At the end of the specified period of monitoring and review, the manager will hold a further 

formal review meeting with the employee to review their progress.  The manager will decide 
whether the employee’s performance has reached the required standard.   

 
11.5 Where the employee’s performance meets the required standard, no further action will be 

taken. The improved performance will be recognised and the employee reminded that they 
must maintain this level of performance.  If the employee fails to maintain this standard for 3 
months, action will resume under this procedure.  This could include setting a further period 
for improvement under stage 2 or referral to stage 3.  The manager will determine this with 
the Human Resources and Organisational Development Unit on a case-by-case basis. 

 
11.6 Where an employee’s performance has not met the standard but there is evidence to show 

that a further period of monitoring and review is likely to achieve that standard the manager 
will hold another formal capability review meeting. The manager will tell the employee that if 
their performance has not met the standard within the specified timescale, their continued 
employment may be at risk.  
 

11.7 Monitoring and reviewing the employee’s performance will continue where the manager 
believes that improvement to the required standard can be achieved.    

 
11.8 When the manager, advised by the Human Resources and Organisational Development Unit, 

assesses that all reasonable measures and sources of support to enable the employee to 
improve their performance have been exhausted but the employee’s performance has not met 
the required standard, a capability hearing, chaired by the Head of Unit, Assistant Director or 
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Director will be convened.  The manager will meet the employee to confirm why this action is 
necessary. 

 
 
12. Final Capability Hearing (Stage 3) 
 
12.1 At this stage, the steps taken to help the employee to improve and maintain their 

performance will be reviewed and consideration given to whether more action would achieve 
the standard required.  

 
12.2 The hearing will be conducted by the Head of Unit, Assistant Director or Director.  A 

representative from the Human Resources and Organisational Development Unit will also be 
present to provide procedural advice and to ensure that the decision is fair and consistent.  A 
notetaker will also attend the meeting.  

 
12.3 The employee will be advised in advance (normally at least 5 working days) and in writing of 

 the date and time of the hearing.  (See also section 19 – Scheduling of meetings.) 
 The employee will be advised of their right to be accompanied by an accredited trade union 

representative or work colleague employed by the GLA.  
 

12.4 Any documents the manager wishes to present at the hearing should be made available to the 
Human Resources and Organisational Development Unit for the information of the employee 
at least five working days before the hearing. Any documents the employee wishes to present 
should be made available to the Human Resources and Organisational Development for the 
information of the manager at least two working days before the hearing. 

 
12.5 The general format of the final formal review hearing is set out in Appendix 1. 
 
12.6 At the hearing the line manager or a more senior manager will present the actions taken to 
 support the employee to improve their performance and the results of those actions.  Where a 
 more senior manager presents the case, the line manager must normally attend the review 
 unless it is not possible for them to do so. The employee will have an opportunity to respond 
 and state their case. 
 
12.7 The Head of Unit, Assistant Director or Director will consider all the relevant circumstances 

relating to the individual’s performance. 
 
12.8 The Head of Unit, Assistant Director or Director may decide to terminate the 
 employee’s employment on grounds of incapability.   

 
12.9 When reaching a decision about whether or not to terminate employment, the Head of Unit, 

Assistant Director or Director will consider issues such as: 
 

 the nature, complexity and responsibility of the work being carried out; 

 the level of improvement required;  

 the impact on other employees and service delivery 

 the employee’s length of service and general work record e.g.previous action taken 
under this procedure; 

 an assessment of the individual case, on its own merits 

 the actions that have been taken to support the employee to improve their 
performance (including making reasonable adjustments and redeployment to an 
alternative job where appropriate) 

 representations made by the employee and/or their representative 
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This list is not exhaustive and the weight attached to each will depend on the circumstances 
of the case, whilst balancing the needs of the employee and the GLA. 
 

12.10 If the decision is taken to terminate the employment, the employee will be entitled to the 
period of notice as specified in their contract of employment. 

 
12.11 The employee will be notified of the decision and the reasons for it in writing within five 

working days of the meeting and a copy of the letter will be placed on the employee’s 
personal file.  

 
12.12 The employee must also be advised in writing of their right to appeal and the procedure to be 

followed.  The procedure for appeals is set out in Appendix 2. 

 
13. Outcomes  
 
13.1 The potential outcomes of a final capability hearing are: 

 

 no further action.  Where the Head of Unit, Assistant Director or Director decides there 
is no case to answer, any reference to action being taken under this procedure will be 
removed from the employee’s personal file; or   

 

 a period of review.  Where the Head of Unit, Assistant Director or Director decides the 
employee has achieved and needs to maintain the standard, any reference to action taken 
under this procedure will be held for 1 year: or 

 

 a final opportunity to improve and maintain performance.  This will only be appropriate 
where the Head of Unit, Assistant Director or Director believes that a final period of 
review will lead to the required improvement in performance.  An action plan will be 
developed including a date for review.   The Head of Unit, Assistant Director or Director 
will warn the employee that a failure to achieve the required improvement will lead to the 
employee’s dismissal; or 

 

 a search for redeployment, with the employee’s agreement, to a suitable alternative 
post (see 15 below); or  

 

  dismissal on the grounds of capability with the appropriate contractual notice having 
first fully considered and rejected the above options (see 14 below) 

 
13.2 The Head of Unit, Assistant Director or Director will write to confirm the decision of the 

performance review meeting within 10 working days.  
 
 
14. Dismissal 
 
14.1 The dismissal outcome of a capability hearing will only be enacted when redeployment is not 

appropriate.  The Head of Unit, Assistant Director or Director chairing the hearing must give 
reasons why redeployment is not appropriate in the decision letter. 

 
15. Redeployment  

 
15.1 Where redeployment is considered appropriate, the employee will be issued with notice to 

terminate his/her employment in accordance with his/her contractual terms.  This notice will be 
subject to the search for redeployment.  The search for redeployment will commence at the 
same time and will continue throughout the employee’s notice period.   
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15.2 The employee will not be afforded preferential treatment ahead of other candidates.  There 

will be no protection of salary or conditions of service specific to the original job.    
 

15.3 Where a suitable redeployment is identified, the pay and conditions of the new post will 
apply.  The redeployment will be offered on the basis of a four-week trial period.  Where 
redeployment is to a job which requires retraining, this trial period may be extended to 12 
weeks in exceptional circumstances where mutually agreed. 

 
15.4 The Human Resources and Organisational Development Unit will advise on the operation of 

trial periods, and on procedures for determining the success or otherwise of a trial period, 
including the procedures to be adopted where the period is viewed as being unsuccessful.  

 
15.5 Where a trial period is unsuccessful, the search for suitable redeployment will recommence for 

the remainder of the employee’s notice period.   
 
15.6 If an employee has been given notice of dismissal and a suitable redeployment is identified part 

way through the notice period, the notice period will be extended to accommodate the trial 
period if necessary. 

 
15.7 Where suitable redeployment is not available within the employee’s notice period, the 

employee’s service will terminate at the end of the period of notice.  In these circumstances, 
the employee will not be entitled to receive a redundancy payment.   

 
 
16.  Gross incompetence 
 
16.1 In exceptional circumstances there may be cases of gross incapability/incompetence, which 

are so serious as to bring into question the continued employment of the person concerned.  
Examples of this may include:- 

 
 actions which have, or could potentially, seriously endanger life or the  
 health and safety of staff and/or the public; 

 serious professional misjudgement which has, or could potentially,  
 seriously damage the GLA’s property or reputation; 
 

 significant failure to adhere to statutory requirements or professional 
      standards. 
 

These examples are not exhaustive. 
 

16.2 Such cases will be dealt with under the Disciplinary Procedure which allows a full investigation 
to take place before action is taken.  Action other than dismissal taken as a result of a 
disciplinary hearing should have full regard to the support mechanisms to remedy 
unsatisfactory performance outlined in this procedure. 

 
 
17. Appeals  
 
17.1 Notice of appeal against the decision of a capability hearing should be submitted to the 
 Head of Human Resources and Organisational Development within 10 working days of the 
 date of the written notification of the decision.  
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17.2 Appeals against dismissal will be heard by the relevant Director, or if the Director has already 
been involved at the dismissal stage, by another Director.  A representative from the Human 
Resources and Organisational Development Unit will also be present to advise on issues of a 
procedural nature or employment law, and to ensure that the decision is fair and consistent. 

 
17.3 The decision of the appeals panel will be final within the GLA’s procedures and will be 

communicated to the appellant in writing by the Head of Human Resources and 
Organisational Development within 10 days of the appeal hearing.   

 
18. Grounds of appeal and process  
 
18.1  Appeals will deal only with the grounds of the appeal specified and do not provide the 

opportunity for a rehearing of the original evidence/material. Appeals against dismissal arising 
from a capability hearing must be based on one or more of the following criteria: 

 the appropriateness of the penalty imposed 

 information which was not available at the time of the capability hearing and which 
could significantly affect the original decision 

 a significant failure in the way in which the capability procedure was applied. 
 

18.2   Any appeal will be heard as soon as possible after receipt of the written notification of appeal. 
The documentation considered at the original capability hearing should be available to the 
Appeal Panel. The Head of Unit, Assistant Director or Director who made the decision to 
dismiss will attend the appeal to present the reasons for the decision. 

 
18.3  Appellants will be entitled: 

 to appear before any Appeal Panel; 

 to be accompanied by a trade union representative or GLA colleague; 

 to call relevant witnesses and produce relevant information.   
 
18.4 Appellants will be given notice in writing at least 10 working days in advance of the time and 

place of hearing.  Any additional documentary evidence the employee wishes to present in 
relation to the grounds of appeal must be made available to the Human Resources and 
Organisational Development  Unit for the information of the original hearing officer at least 
10 working days before the hearing.   Any documents the original hearing officer wishes to 
present at the hearing should be made available to the Human Resources and Organisational 
Development  for the information of the employee at least five working days before the 
hearing. 

 
19. Scheduling of meetings 

 
19.1 Where possible, the timing of all meetings covered by this procedure will be agreed with the 

employee.  An employee who cannot attend a meeting should inform the manager in advance 
wherever possible.  If the employee’s companion cannot attend on a proposed date, the 
employee can suggest another date so long as it is reasonable and is not more than five 
working days after the date originally proposed by manager.  This five day time limit may be 
extended by mutual agreement.  If the employee fails to attend through circumstances 
outside their control and unforeseeable at the time the meeting was arranged (e.g. illness), 
the manager should arrange another meeting.  A decision may be taken in the employee’s 

absence if they fail to attend the re-arranged meeting without good reason.  
 
20. Application of the Capability Procedure to Directors appointed by the Head of Paid 

Service 
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New section to clarify specific modifications that apply. 

 
20.1 In relation to such Directors, only the Head of Paid Service may take the following actions (as 

defined, and in accordance with, the procedure): 

 - take informal action under stage I  
- conduct a formal capability review under stage 2 

 
20.2 Where the Head of Paid Service decides that the matter should proceed to stage 3 of the 

procedure, the Head of Paid Service will appoint either the Monitoring Officer or Chief 
Finance Officer to present the management case.  The Hearing Officer will be whichever of 
these two Statutory Officers has not conducted the investigation.  

 
20.3 Any appeal will be heard by the Head of Paid Service. 
 
 
21. Application of the Disciplinary Procedure to Head of Paid Service  appointees 

managed by Mayoral appointees 
 

New section to clarify provisions that apply to specific staff 

 
 
21.1 Mayoral appointees may conduct informal and formal capability reviews relating to Head of 

Paid Service appointees in accordance with this procedure, except where the potential 
outcome is one of dismissal. 

 
21.2 When it becomes apparent that dismissal may be an appropriate outcome, the manager will 

refer the matter to the Executive Director of Resources, who will make arrangements for the 
final capability hearing to be dealt with by a Head of Paid Service appointee or other 
appropriate individual instead.   In the event of an appeal against dismissal, the hearing 
officer will also be a Head of Paid Service appointee. 

 
18.3 Mayoral appointees may give evidence, if required, in capability reviews and hearings,                                            
 regardless of the potential outcome, in compliance with this procedure. 

 

22.  Records 

 
22.1   Records should be kept, detailing the nature of any failure to meet the GLA’s performance 

standards, the action taken and the reasons for it, whether an appeal was lodged, its outcome 
and any subsequent developments. These records will be kept confidential and retained in 
accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. 
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Appendix 1 

 
Final capability hearing procedure 
 

1. The Head of Unit, Assistant Director or Director conducting the review should introduce all 
parties present and explain the purpose of the review.  Head of Unit, Assistant Director or 
Director should ensure that everyone has the documentation that will be referred to at the 
hearing.   

 
2. The employee’s manager will present the facts of the case. 
 
3. The other parties may question the manager on the presentation in the following order: 

 the employee or their trade union representative / work colleague 

 the Director / Assistant Director / Head of Unit 
 

4.      The employee will then present their case.  
 
5. The other parties may then question the employee on the presentation, in the following order: 

 the manager 

 the Head of Unit / Assistant Director / Director 
 

6. The employee or their trade union representative/work colleague will have the opportunity to 
sum up their presentation, without introducing any new evidence, and the line manager will 
then have the opportunity to sum up their presentation.  

 
7. The Head of Unit / Assistant Director / Director will then ask both sides to withdraw and will 

reach a decision on the basis of the evidence presented in the course of the review.  The 
Director / Head of Service may call an adjournment in order to consider the decision more fully. 

 
8 Once a decision has been reached, the Head of Unit, Assistant Director or Director may decide 

to recall both parties to inform them of the decision. The decision should, in any event, be 
confirmed in writing to the employee within five working days and copied to the employee’s 
representative and to the line manager. 

 
9.  The Head of Unit, Assistant Director or Director may require that other evidence should be 

produced in order to ensure that all the necessary facts can be considered before making a 
decision on the case.  The Head of Unit, Assistant Director or Director may decide to adjourn 
the review meeting to allow for this if necessary.  
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Appendix 2 

Final capability hearing -  appeal hearing procedure 

 

1. The officer hearing the appeal (referred to as the Appeal Hearing Officer) should  
 introduce all parties present and explain the purpose of the hearing. The Appeal Hearing 
Officer should ensure that everyone has the documentation that will be referred to at the 
hearing.   

 
2. The appellant or their trade union representative or work colleague should present the 

grounds for the appeal. 
 

3. The other parties may then question the appellant on the grounds of appeal in the   
  following order: 

 the original Hearing Officer 

 the Appeal Hearing Officer 
  
4. The Hearing Officer will then respond to the appeal, setting out the justification for their 

original decision. 
 
5. The other parties will then question the Hearing Officer in the following order: 

 the appellant or their trade union representative / work colleague 

 the Appeal Hearing Officer  
 

6. The Hearing Officer, followed by the appellant will then sum up their respective cases 
 without introducing any new evidence. 

 
7. The Appeal Hearing Officer will then ask both sides to withdraw in order that s/he can 

consider her / his decision. 
 

8. The decision of the Appeal Hearing Officer may be given to the parties verbally after 
deliberation or later in writing.  The decision should, in any event be confirmed in writing to 
the appellant within five working days and copied to the appellant’s representative and to the 
Hearing Officer. 

 
9. The decision of the Appeal Hearing Officer is final within the GLA’s procedures. 

 
If this document is in printed format, it may not be the current version.  
Before subsequent use, check with the document’s author. 
 

Document author Viv Kemsley 
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(To be)Approved by Head of Paid Service for all s.67(2) appointments. 
The Mayor for all s. 67(1) appointments. 
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